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Flickr creative commons search

Flickr is a good source of photos licensed under Creative Commons. Images licensed under Creative Commons are still subject to copyright, but the creator or copyright owner has chosen to allow other people to use their material under certain conditions. Depending on the license attached, creative
commons images can be freely used in teaching materials, as part of research publications, blogs, wikis and other websites, university publications and MOOCs. Not all photos on Flickr are available under a Creative Commons license, so this guide explains how to limit your search to Creative Commons
hardware. How to SearchGo on the advanced search page on Flickr - in the Any License drop-down menu and select All Creative Audiences to search for all creative images with a Commons license. If required, you can also further narrow your search to images that can be used commercially (such as
for use in MOOCs) or images that can be modified or customized. Go to the search bar at the top of the page, enter the search terms, and then click 'Search photos'. On the search results page, browse the pictures for one you want to use. Below the image, you'll see icons for the Creative Commons
License and the phrase Some permissions are retained. It is important to check the terms of the license and comply with them. Click on the Some permissions reserved link to see the full text of the license. The following symbols indicate the terms of the license:Performance – You must render the image
as specified by the photographer. If nothing is specified, then a correct reference should be given. No Derivative Works - You can only use the image as it appears. You cannot modify, modify, or change the image in any way. Non-commercial – The image cannot be used for commercial purposes. Share
Alike – If you modify or build onto the image, then you need to license the new images with the same permission as the original image. Click the 'Download' icon in the lower-right corner of the page to download a copy of the image. You will have the option to select the size of the image you want. Note the
title, photographer's name, and URL for the image so you can get it right. All creative commons permissions require you to attribute the images you use. There are specific requirements regarding the performance of the copyrighted material - your reference should include the title of the project, the name
of the author, a link to the website where the image is hosted and the type of Creative Commons license that applies to the project. If the creator has requested that they be attributed in a specific way, you should try to follow his request. If you use the image in a printed or digital version without hyperlinks,
performance performance if you want to use a specific cross-reference style, see re:cite ( of the Library cross-reference wizard. If not, here are some examples of how to deliver an image:Further information For help in applying for a license from Flickr users, see WP:REQUESTFLICKR. There are several
tools available to quickly upload images from Flickr to the Commons: Flickr_files #Uploading_images. The easiest way is to simply use UploadWizard. Wikimedia Commons is a collection of freely licensed images shared by all Wikimedia projects. When you upload an image to the Commons, it will
automatically be available here with the same file name. Uploading a project found on Flickr This guidance applies only to uploading a project found on Flickr created by someone else (not you). On any image page on Flickr there is a License section on the right side of the page. This section contains the
copyright information that is important to you. Flickr images have 7 different license options. There is also a public domain collection, Flickr: The Commons, uploaded by participating organizations. 2 of the 6 Creative Commons (CC) license options are ok here: Flickr Image Information License Tag Some
Rights Reserved Performance {{Cc-by-2.0}} Some Rights Reserved Performance-ShareAlike {{Cc-by-sa-2.0}} {{PD-USGov}} c:Category:PD-USGov license tags No known copyright restrictions Unclear {{Flickr-no known copyright restrictions}}Preferably add a tag such as {{PD-old-70}} or {{PD-USexpired}}. Public Domain Loyalty (CC0) {{Cc-zero}} Public Sector Work (PDM) {{PD-old-70}}, {{PD-US-expired}}, USGov, etcA suitable label must be added to avoid deletion. Do not add {{CC0}} or {{PD-self}} to PDM files. (more information) Public Domain Public Work Sector (PDM) All Rights Reserved
Not OK Certain Rights Reserved Performance-NonCommercial-NoDerivs NOT OK Certain Rights Reserved Performance-NonCommercial NOT OK Certain Rights Reserved Performance-NoDerivs NOT OK BY means that the license requires performance, as in an image is BY a specific person. Sa is for
Share Alike. NC is for non-commercial use only and is not OK. ND is not derivative works and is not OK. If the image is not ok, consider asking the author to release his work with a free license, such as CC-BY (Creative Commons Attribute license), or CC-BY-SA (Creative Performance Share though).
See also Commons: OTRS. Flickr can search his images with permission. Click on the links see more for each license. See also the advanced search. Creative Commons search options are at the bottom. You may want to read the Wikimedia Commons guide to see if the images you upload are allowed.
Here is a list and table of old new versions of Creative Commons licenses accepted in Wikimedia Commons. Note: For questions or comments about this upload page, go to its speech page. Send to Commons (recommended) Send locally (not recommended) Retrieved from All of the following platform
host materials that are licensed under Creative Commons licenses or are in the public domain. Allow users to search for licensed projects. Most of the platforms also host materials that are not licensed with any open license. Multimedia course materials The following websites offer licensed or public
images. The images research guide provides a more comprehensive list of such sites. Audiovisual Recordings Listed below are a variety of resources for finding Creative Commons (CC) and public sector images. You should always verify whether an image is actually under a CC license or in the public
domain by following the image back to its source. If in doubt, contact the copyright owner directly or contact the website where you found the image. Creative Commons search available on the Creative Commons website includes a creative commons content search option, including images from multiple
sources, including Flickr, Google, and Wikimedia Commons, among many others. Image Search Engines Photo Credit: Pexels Bing Image Search allows you to limit your search results by the license type after you have entered a search term. Just click the filter at the right end of the window, and then
select a public domain, license type, or terms of use that best suit your needs. You can also narrow your search by image size, color, text, layout, people, and date. Google Advanced Image Search provides a scope for usage rights where you can choose the type of license you want, including free use
and sharing, free use, sharing and modification, and free to use, share and even marketples. You can search by exact word or phrase, by image size and aspect ratio, color, image type (e.g. face, photo, clip art, etc.), by domain or website, by file type (e.g. . JPG, GIF) and per usage rights. Yahoo Image
Search allows you to limit your results by clicking the License under the search box after you have entered a search term. You can choose the type of license or public sector projects. also limit your search by image size, color, and type. Image Sharing Flickr Advanced Search sites allows you to search
using keywords or a phrase and choose the type of license you prefer (e.g. commercial use allowed or modification allowed) from a drop-down box. Flickr: Commons provides access to images without known copyright restrictions from over 70 participating institutions ranging from the Swedish National
Heritage Council to NASA. Users can their image searches a specific institution with the photoranesis of an institution. Search results can be filtered with different types of licenses, including all creative audiences, allowed commercial use, allowed modifications, and more. Wikimedia Commons offers full
access to searchable media, including images, sounds, and videos, loaded by users. Most of the content is available with various Creative Commons licenses and licensing information is clearly provided at the bottom of the individual page of each media item. Free Stock Image Resources Photo credit:
Foter.com These types of resources are great for presentations. Note: Some websites require registration and/or performance. Each Stock Photo is a specific photo search engine for the license. This website indexes and searches millions of freely licensed photos, from many sources, and presents them
in a comprehensive search. Most require performance, so check the terms of use listed from the original source. Foter uses the Flickr API and Searches Creative Commons photos, so source performance is often required. Make sure you check the license terms for each image. Foter also offers a
WordPress Plugin. MorgueFile is one of the oldest stock photo sites. MorgueFile offers over 350.00 images for free for any use, including commercial. If you don't change the images you'll have to credit the original creators, and you can't claim the images used in their original state as your own. View
usage details according to the license terms. The Nun Project offers a selection of free icons, symbols, and graphics for visual communication. Membership is required and there is a cost if you want access to the entire costume of the images. Pexels provides high quality and completely free license stock
photos under the Creative Commons Zero (CC0) license. All photos are tagged, searchable and relatively easy to discover through their discover pages. Pickupimage offers free high-resolution public sector images. Registration is required, but it is free. Pixabay offers free images and videos released as
part of Creative Commons CC0. You can download, modify, distribute and use them without permissions for anything you want, even in commercial applications. Performance is sometimes necessary. Note: Shutterstock images are also marked and clearly watermarked. Shutterstock is a shopping area
and the pictures are not free to use. Unsplash offers licensed photos under Creative Commons Zero, which means you can copy, modify, distribute, and use the photos for free, including for commercial purposes, without requesting permission or providing rendering to the photographer or Unsplash.
Additional resources: Creative Commons Wiki Best practices for rendering 73 websites where you can find free images from the Canva Design School Blog University of British Columbia's Directory of Creative Commons and Public Domain Image Image
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